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Launch process simulation of a ship-borne multiple launch rocket System
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Abstract. Simulation research on the launch process of a ship-borne multiple launch rocket system is studied
in this paper. First, the power spectrum density of the ship’s motion is calculated based on ocean wave energy
spectrum, and the movement spectrums of the ship’s random motion are calculated. Then, the model of ship-
borne rocket launcher system is built by virtual prototype technology. The launch process in transverse wave,
oblique wave and head-on wave is simulated. Third, numerical calculation of rocket projectile flying is done
by exterior ballistics theory. Finally, fire density of the ship-borne rocket launcher is obtained with Monte-
Carlo method. The simulation results are validated by experimental data, showing that the simulation models
are accurate and credible.
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1 Introduction

Many researches about the launch process of land multiple launch rocket system (MLRS) have been
widely conducted, and many research results have been achieved. But the research on ship-borne MLRS
has been insufficient. Especially, the influence of ship random waging motion caused by ocean wave on ship-
borne MLRS dynamic response and fire density requires an in-depth study. Dynamics simulation of ship-borne
MLRS during firing was done by virtual prototype technology and seakeeping quality theory. Fire density of
ship-borne MLRS is calculated by exterior ballistics theory and Monte Carlo analysis method. The research
results not only optimize structure design parameter, reduce ammunition consumption of sea fire test, but also
provide references for future operation.

2 Generation of random waging motion of ship

Waging motion of ship in waves can be described by 6-degree freedom motion (3 vibrating linearly
along kinetic axes of ship, 3 rotating motions circling ship) of rigid body (see Fig. 3). Among 6 motions
of ship in waves, transverse vibrating θ encircling x1 axis, vertical vibrating ψ encircling y1 and vertical
vibrating ς having backing force (moment), called full vibrating movement, affect greatly launching process
of ship-borne rocket weapon, so these three motions are mainly discussed.

Random response to the wave of the ship is usually solved by analyzing energy spectrum. The basic
idea of this method is that spectrum density of output process is equal to spectrum density of input process
multiplied by square of systematic frequency response function. Define Sy(ω) is vibrating energy spectrum
density function of ship, then

Sy(ω) = |Wy(iω)|2 Sς(ω) (1)
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whereWy(iω) is frequency response function of ship, |Wy(iω)|2 is called response amplitude operator, Sς(ω)
is ocean wave energy spectrum, which is chosen according to ocean area.

Response amplitude operator of transverse waging, longitudinal waging and vertical motion
|Wθ(iωe)|2 = ( θm

ςa
)2,|Wψ(iωe)|2 = (ψm

ςa
)2, |Wς(iωe)|2 = ( ςmςa )2 are solved by studying transverse wag-

ing, longitudinal waging and vertical motion of ship. ωe is encountering frequency of waves acting on the ship
, θm,ψm,ςm denote amplitude of transverse waging, longitudinal waging and vertical motion respectively and
ςa is wave height amplitude.

According to ship wave seakeeping quality theory, nonlinear transverse waging differential equation of
ship in waves is as follows:

(Jθ +∆Jθ)θ̈ +B1θ̇ +B2

∣∣∣θ̇∣∣∣ θ̇ +B3θ̇
3 + C1θ + C3θ

3 + C5θ
5 = Dhαem sinµ sinωet (2)

Where Jθ is inertial moment, ∆Jθ is additional inertial moment, D is tonnage of ship body, h is height
of transverse steadiness, αem is maximum effective wave obliquity, B1,B2 and B3 are damping moment
constant, C1,C2 and C3 are backing moment constant, and µ is clamping angle of ship relative to coming
waves named head-on wave angle.

Second-order coupling linear differential equations of vertically vibrating and longitudinal waging move-
ment in waves is as follows:{

(D +A11)¨̄ζ +A12
˙̄ζ +A13ζ̄ +A14ψ̈ +A15ψ̇ +A16ψ = Fc cosωet− Fs sinωet

(Jψ +A21)ψ̈ +A22ψ̇ +A23ψ +A24
¨̄ζ +A25

˙̄ζ +A26ζ̄ = Mc cosωet−Ms sinωet
(3)

where Jψ is longitudinal rotary inertia, coefficients A11, A12, A13, A14, A15, A16, A21, A22, A23, A24, A25

andA26 are coupled with longitudinal waging and vertical vibrating and relative to navigating velocity, section
position and additional quality of water. Fc, Fs, Mc and Ms are disturbing force(moment) coefficients.

When a ship of given load navigates in oblique ones of inerratic waves at constant velocity v, approximate
solution θm and response amplitude operator are got by solving equation (2) according to head-on wave
angle and structural parameters of ship. Amplitude of movement coupling vertical vibrating and longitudinal
waging and response amplitude operator can be obtained according to slice up theory. By repeating calculation
under different frequencies, response amplitude operator curves of transverse waging, longitudinal waging
and vertical vibrating movement in random waves are got and thus power spectrum density of response is
calculated.

For one ship, power spectrum density curves of transverse waging, longitudinal waging and vertical vi-
brating movement under given ocean condition, given navigating speed, head-on angle being 90o, 45o and
0o are respectively worked out according to structural parameters and sectional parameters (taking 11 sec-
tions). Then power spectrum density of waging and vibrating movement is converted to waging and vibrating
movement spectrum using INVPSD function of ADAMS software. Among them, here follows waging and
vibrating movement spectrum when head-on angle is 45o:

3 Dynamic model building

3.1 Simplification and modeling based on virtual prototype

The load and motion of ship-borne rocket launcher during launching are very complicated, so the system
must be simplified and modeled properly in order to build dynamic model of system.

(1) Taking a ship-borne 122mm rocket launcher with n pipes equipped in one ship as research object,
rocket launchers are laid in the front near shipboard, shooting laterally.

(2) Ship-borne rocket launcher system is made up of rigid parts such as ship, revolution body, undercar-
riage, two storage-transport-launch canister, n launching tubes and n rocket projectiles.

(3) When the rocket projectile moves in the launching tube, its movement is constrained by contacting and
bumping among three bourrelet bands and the launching tube. The screw joint is used to describe the moving
and rotating movement relationships of the rocket projectile relative to launching tube. Calculated friction
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Fig. 1. waging and vibrating movement spectrum under given ocean condition, given navigating speed, head-on angle
being 45o

Fig. 2. Joints between rocket projectile and launching tube

force and friction moment of screw joint are imposed directly on rocket projectile and oriented pipe. Fixed
joint are adopted to express the connection between launching tube and storage-transport-launch canister,
storage-transport- launch canister and undercarriage.

(4) The other parts of rocket projectile are connected by elasticity elements.
(5) The force all components subject to ship-borne rocket launcher is similar to that of land rocket

launcher.

3.1.1 Coordinate system

In order to describe dynamic movement states of ship-borne rocket launcher conveniently, it is neces-
sary to construct coordinate systems of this multi-body system. It is necessary to construct n + 6 coordinate
systems in analysis. Eξης is inertial coordinate system, where E is centroid of ship at static state, coordinate
surface Eξη overlaps static water surface, Eξ axis points to the head of ship horizontally and Eς is verti-
cally up with static water surface. This coordinate system can be used to describe ocean waves. The other
n + 5 coordinate systems can be expressed by oi, xi, yi, zi (i = 1, 2, · · · , n+ 5), standing for ship attached
base, revolution body attached base, undercarriage attached base, two storage-transport-launch canisters at-
tached base, n rocket projectiles attached base correspondingly. Where oi is centroid of every rigid body. The
constructed coordinate system is depicted in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Prototyping model and coordinate system of ship-borne MLRS

3.2 Degree of freedom

Ship can move along kinetic axes, and rotate encircling kinetic axes. So the motion of ship in waves can
be described by 6-degree freedom. Revolution body rotates encircling rotational central line relative to ship,
taking one rotational degree of freedom. Undercarriage rotates encircling trunnion relative to revolution body,
taking one degree of freedom. The degree of freedom of oriented pipe relative to case of storage and transport
is 0. The degree of freedom of rocket projectile relative to oriented pipe is 0 during locking period, but that
would be 6 when rocket projectile begins to move and the range is constrained by contacting and bumping of
three bourrelet bands.

Dynamic equation in matrix form is constructed using Lagrange multiplicative arithmetic. It is operated
and solved using GSTIFF integrated solver evaluating in advance by GEAR, which is revised algorithm.

3.3 Analysis and calculation of servo control system

The main function of ship-borne rocket launcher servo control system is to keep launching stance steady
relative to the ground, that is to say direction device bunch of rocket projectile keeps constant direction for
coordinate system fixed in ground in spite of ship waging. The servo control system is controlled by digital
servo system, adopting positional PID control theory:

u(k) = Kpe(k) +Ki

∑
e(k) +Kd(e(k)− e(k − 1)) (4)

where Kp, Ki and Kd are proportional, integral and derivative coefficients correspondingly, e(k) is positional
error at time t and u(k) is control input variable that should be exerted at time t.

Control policy of PID controller in ship-borne rocket launcher servo control system is depicted in Fig. 4:

The control policy is that adding a driving moment to revolution and pitching parts separately, testing
waging angle of ship and oriental angle of direction device bunch in deck coordinate system at every cal-
culating time, calculating oriental and pitching error control value according to comparison of orientation
calculated in fixed coordinate system of direction device bunch with given launching orientation and then
calculating oriental and pitching driving moments by use of PID control theory. Control scheme adopted in
this research is taking a given fixed coordinate system orientation A as known value, taking coordinate sys-
tem transfer A1 of orientation Ac actually measured in coordinate system fixed in deck as feedback signal,
including all disturbing factors in PID closed-loop system and being adjusted automatically by PID controller
to enhance control accuracy and decrease oriental error of rocket weapon.

A writing subprogram was adopted in servo control system simulation, which is connected with ADAMS
by DLL after being compiled.

4 Dynamic simulation results

Numerical simulation under transverse wave, 45o oblique wave and head-on wave is done by use of
the above calculation model for navigating under given ocean condition, given navigating speed. Calculation
results under 45o oblique wave navigation launching are as follow Fig. 5 ∼ Fig. 10:
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Fig. 4. servo control schematic diagram of dynamic model

By analysis and comparison of calculation results under three navigation states, we find that pitching and
oriental revolution motions in various navigation states of ship-borne rocket launcher are controlled efficiently,
the amplitude of angular displacement and angular velocity are small, extent and amplitude of pitching and
oriental revolution thread speed are bigger because the motions mainly are movement following ship.

5 Simulation research on fire density

5.1 Analysis of fire density

Fire density is a measurement on dispersion of MLRS when launching. There are many random and
nonrandom factors which influence the fire density. The main factors that influence fire density are deviation of
initial velocity, initial disturbance, gust wind, mass eccentricity, dynamic unbalance and thrust misalignment
etc.

Rocket initial disturbance is also influenced by many factors. Some random factors have more influence.
They are rocket projectile weight deviation, thrust misalignment, firing interval change, projectile-barrel gap
and ship’s random motion etc.

The probability deviations of the above factors are needed in order to simulate fire density of ship-borne
MLRS with Monte Carlo method. For projectile weight deviation, mass eccentricity, dynamic unbalance,
thrust misalignment, firing interval and projectile-barrel gap, we can obtain the probability deviations by test.
For gust wind, we can use the common data[4]. However, initial velocity and initial disturbance would be
obtained by dynamics simulation. But those random factors values are also obtained by Monte Carlo method
in dynamics simulation process. The ship’s random motion is obtained by INVPSD function transformation.
The firing start time is random generated in a waggle cycle through software control.

5.2 Calculation of initial disturbance

The dynamic simulation results of ship-borne are initial disturbance of launching guider. For exterior
ballistics simulation, the initial disturbance of launching guider should be transformed into initial disturbance
of rocket projectile.

We assume that rocket projectile is a rigid body in exit of launching guider, and not consider the influence
of projectile-barrel gap and puniness bend. Set lR is the distance from centroid of projectile mass to back
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Fig. 5. pitching angular velocity of direction device in con-
tinuous launching

Fig. 6. attitude rotational angular velocity of direction de-
vice in continuous launching

Fig. 7. pitching angular displacement of direction device in
continuous launching

Fig. 8. attitude rotational angular displacement of direction
device in continuous launching

Fig. 9. pitching thread velocity of direction device in contin-
uous launching

Fig. 10. attitude rotational thread velocity of direction de-
vice in continuous launching

bourrelet, lB is the distance from middle bourrelet to back bourrelet, RA is projectile equatorial gyration
radius, vf is projectile middle bourrelet run-off track velocity, v0 is projectile back bourrelet run-off track
velocity. So projectile axis pitch angular velocity when back bourrelet run-off track[1] is

ϕ̇10 =
lR

R2
A + l2R

(ẏMf − ẏM0) +
(

1− lRlB
R2
A + l2R

)
β̇f +

lR
R2
A + l2R

(vfβf − v0β0) (5)

where,
.
βf is launching guider pitch angular velocity when projectile middle bourrelet run-off track, βf is

launching guider pitch angular displacement when projectile middle bourrelet run-off track, β0 is launch-
ing guider pitch angular displacement when projectile back bourrelet run-off track, ẏMf is launching guider
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perpendicular direction velocity when projectile middle bourrelet run-off track, ẏM0 is launching guider per-
pendicular direction velocity when projectile back bourrelet run-off track.

Based on the dynamics calculation results, each projectile axis pitch angular velocity ϕ̇10 when back
bourrelet run-off track can obtained by formula (5).Each projectile axis azimuth angular velocity ϕ̇20 can
obtained according to same method.

5.3 External ballistics equation

Exterior ballistic model use the six-degree-of-freedom rigid body trajectory equations in [3].

5.4 Simulation research on fire density

According to dynamic simulation results and exterior ballistic model, we establish the simulation system
using MATLAB, and solve it with Monte-Carlo method. The concrete steps are:

(1) Generating pseudo-random sequence that fit for the distributing characteristic of those random factors.
(2) Computing the ship-borne MLRS launch dynamic model by using the above-mentioned pseudo-

random sequence, to obtain initial disturbance and then provide initial parameters for computation of external
trajectory.

(3) Computing external trajectory equations with aerodynamic parameters and initial parameters obtained
in (2) to work out the coordinate of a group falling point (x1i, z1i), (j = 1, 2, · · · , n). Here, x1j is longitudinal
component of some falling point, z1j is lateral component of some falling point, n is the projectile number of
each group.

(4) Repeating above procedures for m times (mn satisfies the requirement for precision of Monte
Carlo method), and thus gain m groups of simulated data of falling points (xij , zij), (i = 1, 2, · · · ,m; j =
1, 2, · · · , n).

(5) Estimating the fire density of ship-borne MLRS with m groups of simulated data of falling points
(xij , zij), (i = 1, 2, · · · ,m; j = 1, 2, · · · , n), and we obtain

Êx = 0.6745×

√√√√√ m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

(xij − x̄)2

mn− 1
, Êz = 0.6745×

√√√√√ m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

(zij − z̄)2

mn− 1
(6)

here, x̄ = 1
mn

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

xij , z̄ = 1
mn

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

zij . The fire density when ship navigate under given ocean condition,

Fig. 11. Simulation results and test results of projectile falling points when ship navigate under 45o oblique

given speed in transverse wave, 45o oblique wave and head-on wave is obtained through simulation. Among
them, the results when ship head-on angle is 45o are as follows:
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Table 1. Comparison of simulation data with experimental data

Simulation data Experimental data
Ex/X 1/130.4 1/136.5
Ez/X 1/82.5 1/86.2

6 Conclusions

Starting with the analysis of ship random waging motion, the launching process and external trajectory
of ship-borne MLRS are calculated through launching dynamics and external trajectory theory in this paper.
According to the model, we simulate the fire density of ship-borne MLRS by using Monte Carlo method.
The simulation results are verified by experimental data of a ship-borne MLRS and show that the simulation
models are accurate and rational.
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